Using Simplio with eCommerce Platforms

Simplio3D can be integrated easily with known eCommerce platforms such as: WooCommerce, Shopify, Magento, Squarespace, Opencart and PrestaShop. By using the Simplio SEL platform, companies can integrate a customized product configurator with an ecommerce website in multiple ways.

This is possible with the help of the available SEL library found on Simplio that can permit at a lower cost to customize and integrate with an ecommerce website. Suitable for medium and large projects where companies want something more specific for their needs which are not found in standard versions at affordable cost.

Levels of Integrations

The most common integration with ecommerce platforms based on our experience:

**LEVEL 1 INTEGRATION:** directly embedding a product configurator into a single page and using the ecommerce’s checkout protocol. **LEVEL 2 INTEGRATION:** advanced integration by using the ecommerce’s product page.
Level 1 Integration

In the website we create a webpage from where users will access and use the product configurator. The product configurator can be embedded using an iFrame. The orders from the configurator will be redirected to the ecommerce checkout page.
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Level 2 Integration

Simplio enables in all or in some products, configuration key elements such as: parametric values, pricing, the viewport and other useful data, preserving the website’s theme.
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Unlimited Possibilities to Integrate Simplio3D with Ecommerce Websites

The SEL platform has countless ways to integrate with ecommerce sites using key elements. Available block elements can be easily embedded in any area of the website, users will never see it as a separate tool. See an example below:
How much does it cost?

For a precise budget estimate, we need your requirements first. You can send your requests by email. We help you make a brief presentation of your requirements to see your budget and delivery time, free of charge.

How we work?

We use Agile Software Management, an incremental methodology in managing projects that involve highly flexible and interactivity between our team and the client.

Projects are organized in tickets and scheduled and client can monitor progress for a complete transparency, trustworthy, highly flexible and accountable assuring the best results.

Click and LET’S TALK
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